ARMY and/or AIR National Guard FTNGD-OS VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY AND AIR FORCE
JOINT FORCE HEADQUARTERS - ARIZONA
5636 E. McDowell Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85008-3495

ANNOUNCEMENT NUMBER: 22-002PV
DATE: 14 Mar 22
CLOSING DATE: Open until filled

POSITION TITLE, PARA LINE, MAXIMUM AUTHORIZED MILITARY GRADE AND MOS:
INSTR PILOT/IFE/ALSE, PARA 756 LINE 05, 152H

APPOINTMENT FACTORS: OFFICER() WARRANT OFFICER (X) ENLISTED()

LOCATION OF POSITION:
98TH AVIATION TROOP COMMAND, 5636 EAST MCDOWELL ROAD PHOENIX AZ

WHO MAY APPLY:
Must be within the grade(s) of W4, W3, W2.

AREA OF CONSIDERATION: This position is open to the grades of . Individual selected will receive an FTNGD-OS Tour with the Arizona Army and/or Air National Guard. In order to be considered for this position's applicants must meet minimum qualifications as outlined on this announcement.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPLYING: The documents listed WILL be submitted "AS A MINIMUM". If any of the required documents are not reasonably available to you, a brief letter will be submitted citing the DOCUMENTS MISSING with a short explanation necessary to certify the soldier as eligible. Failure to do so may result in a finding of ineligibility and may cause the applicant to lose consideration for this position.

1. All DD Form 214’s or NGB Form 22’s
2. Completed NGB 34-1
3. DA Form 4970 Cardiovascular screening (over 40 Soldiers) if applicable
4. Individual Biographical Sketch and Civilian Resume
5. Da Form 5500/5501 Body Fat worksheet (if applicable)
6. Copy of ORB
7. DA Form 705 (APFT), within the last 12 months (ensure that height and weight are annotated)/legible DTMS printout acceptable for both PT test and height and weight. Profiles must be attached if applicable.
8. Provide last 5 OER or NCOER
9. Individual Medical Readiness Record (MED PROS).
10. NOB Form 23, NOB Form 22b (RP AS Statement), retirement record (National Guard Only).

POSITION COMPATIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:
The individual(s) must qualify for and be placed in the following compatible MOS/AOC: 152HC and 152HF

MINIMUM APPOINTMENT REQUIREMENTS:
1. Acceptance of a Position at Peace Vanguard TERMINATES entitlements to be Selected Reserve Incentive Program (SRIP), as it is in a TDA Unit 98TH AVN TC
2. Must be MOS qualified to be eligible for this FTNGD-OS position.
3. Must meet the medical fitness standards for retention per AR 40-501, chapter 3
4. Must meet the physical requirements of AR 600-9
5. Must not be flagged in IPPS-A for weight, security violations or pending adverse actions
6. PCS may be authorized for this position. Authorization of payment of PCS expenses will be granted only after a determination is made that PCS is in the best interest of the Peace Vanguard program and upon availability of funds from the Program Manager
7. Soldier grade must be commensurate with the grade of the vacancy; voluntary demotions will not be authorized.
8. Copy of NGB Form 23B.
9. Copy of ORB/ERB (must be validated within 90 days.
10. Must possess a SECRET clearance
11. PHA must be completed within 12 months
12. Proof of meeting body composition standards IAW AR 600-9 (within 6 months.) DTMS printout can be used. (DA Form 5500/5501, if applicable.)

BRIEF JOB DESCRIPTION: Incumbent serves as an AH-64D Instructor Pilot (IP) Officer for the United States Army Flight Training Detachment (USAFTD), supporting the Republic of Singapore’s Peace Vanguard program. Primary responsibilities will include conducting pilot training, assessment, and unit progression and evaluation for both USAFTD and Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF) aviators as prescribed by regulations in all aircraft mission areas. Functions as a direct training participant by piloting aircraft under tactical and non-tactical conditions, while supporting full spectrum training missions and operations to include live fire combat missions in all types of environmental situations. Must be qualified and current as an AH-64D Pilot by U.S. Army standards. Incumbent will service and maintain Aviation Life Support Equipment (ALSE) for USAFTD and PV personnel serving up to 30 flight personnel annually. Incumbent will provide preventive maintenance, scheduled maintenance and instruction on handling, fit, sizing, and storage of flight helmets, communication gear (CSEL), survival vests, medical supplies and hot/cold over water survival kits, per Army Regulation. ALSE Pilot will maintain a publication library that ensures compliance with administrative, maintenance, physical security, supply, and explosive safety regulations and procedures. ALSE Pilot will ensure all pyrotechnic items are physically secured, inventoried, and that all explosive safety requirements are properly executed.
ALSE Pilot will maintain, fit, inspect, and repair the AH-64 IHADDS helmet assigned to Peace Vanguard personnel. ALSE Pilot will conduct inventories, order, and integrate stock of supplies and equipment necessary to execute ALSE duties; ALSE will remove, replace, service, prepare, preserve, inspect, clean, order and store all Aviation Life Support Systems (ALSS) assemblies and components, including shelf life items. ALSE Pilot will disassemble, repair, functionally test, diagnostically test, adjust and reassemble ALSS subsystems and components properly. ALSE Pilot will process ALSS test equipment for calibration and repair shipments when higher level maintenance is required.

**ADDITIONAL QUALIFICATIONS:** Instrument Flight Examiner (IFE)

**SELECTING SUPERVISOR:**
LTC Jack H. Denton

**CONTACT INFO:**
CPT Daniele J. Steward
(Com) 520-750-5401
(Email) danielle.j.steward2.mil@army.mil

**EQUAL OPPORTUNITY:**
The Arizona National Guard is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer. Soldiers and Airmen will not be accessed, classified, trained, promoted, or otherwise managed on the basis of race, color, religion, gender, national origin, or reprisal, except as the direct combat probability coding policy applies to women.